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This brochure is intended for general descriptive and informational purposes only. It is subject to change and does not constitute an offer, representation or warranty (express or implied) by Nissan North America, Inc. Interested parties should confirm the accuracy of any
information in this brochure as it relates to a vehicle directly with an INFINITI Retailer before relying on it to make a purchase decision. Nissan North America, Inc. reserves the right to make changes, at any time, without prior notice, in prices, colors, materials, equipment,
specifications, and models and to discontinue models or equipment. Due to continuous product development and other pre- and post-production factors, actual vehicle, materials and specifications may vary from this brochure. Some vehicles shown with optional equipment.
See the actual vehicle for complete accuracy. Availability and delivery times for particular models or equipment may vary. Specifications, options and accessories may differ in Hawaii, U.S. territories and other countries. For additional information on availability, options or
accessories, see your INFINITI Retailer or visit INFINITI website.
Final production vehicle may vary. Always wear your seat belt, and please don’t drink and drive. ©2021 INFINITI. IN-04091 Reorder #22515i (3/21, 12.5K, KSL)
stock that is certified to contain a minimum of 10% post-consumer waste materials.

Reducing our environmental footprint is an important goal at INFINITI. That’s why this brochure uses paper

EXTERIOR COLORS*

1

MAJESTIC WHITE (QAB)**

ROLL WITH DISTINCTION 1 20 X 8.5-inch
Dark-Painted and Machine-Finished AluminumAlloy Wheels

LIQUID PLATINUM (K23)

SLATE GRAY (KBZ)**

GRAPHITE SHADOW (KAD)

DYNAMIC SUNSTONE RED (NBA)**

View video to see even more QX55 design.
HERMOSA BLUE (BW5)

L I FE MOVE S FORWA RD.
O R I GI N A L ITY L E ADS THE WAY.
While life moves in one direction, it offers many paths to progress. For those who lead with a vision that's theirs alone, the QX55 is an all-new crossover
coupe that blurs the line between genres, to reclaim the category that INFINITI created. From sport-inspired style culminating in its sleek fastback roofline
on the exterior, to its performance-shaped design in the interior, the QX55 is a provocative statement of individuality. As aesthetics reset the scene,
technology helps create connection via INFINITI InTouch™ featuring wireless Apple CarPlay® integration.1 And whether on nights out in the city or early
starts on the highway, drive assist technologies make possible a drive with confidence and ease — to put your focus on the moment and beyond. Because
it's not the challenges and successes in the rearview mirror that count, but the opportunities emerging on the horizon.

LUXURY SHOULD BE LIVED IN

PROVOKES A SECOND LOOK Beyond
first impressions, there's no mistaking the sportinspired details of the aggressive front splitter
and angular fog light surrounds. The grille is made
dynamic by a mesh that gets wider from the
badge to the edges. In the rear, the liftgate has
a clean look that draws focus to a new signature
for INFINITI: Digital Piano Key Taillights. With
45 LEDs set in a deep reflector, each defined
"key" lights up in a uniform glow.

STYLE THAT BLURS ESTABLISHED LINES To make
a new statement, you can remix styles that seem unrelated
on the surface. INFINITI was the first to combine the stature
and confidence of a crossover with the sleekness of a coupe.
We've brought back that vision by merging the best elements
of each in the QX55. You can see it in the low, fastback roofline
that unabashedly states its nonconformity. With standard
20" aluminum-alloy wheels, stylishness is amplified by a bold
presence. The sheen of black accents unifies the two distinct
ideas, from gloss black mirror caps to a gloss black rear spoiler. It's
an aesthetic ready-made for the most exclusive events in the city.

*INFINITI has taken care to ensure that the color swatches presented here are the closest possible
representations of actual vehicle colors. Swatches may vary slightly due to the printing process and
whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent or incandescent light. Please see the actual colors at your
local INFINITI Retailer. **Additional cost applies for this option.

BLACK OBSIDIAN (KH3)

MINERAL BLACK (GAT)**

PAINT WITH PERSONALITY
From sophisticated to dynamic, color
inspires your own personal style.

INTERIOR COLOR/MATERIAL*
YOUR LIFE ON YOUR PLATFORM
INFINITI InTouch™ with wireless Apple

CarPlay® integration lets you bring
the iPhone® experience along for the
ride.1 Or plug in your Android Auto™

GRAPHITE

Leatherette, Leather-appointed,**
Semi-aniline leather-appointed**

STONE

Leatherette, Leather-appointed,**
Semi-aniline leather-appointed**

INFINITI InTouch™ featuring Apple CarPlay® integration1

MONACO RED

compatible phone as your preferred
driving companion.1 And a standard Wi-Fi
Hotspot connects your friends, too.1

Semi-aniline leather-appointed**

INTERIOR TRIM*

View video to learn
more about InTouch
connectivity.1
DARK ALUMINUM

ProPILOT Assist4

BLACK NATURAL MAPLE WOOD**

EVERY CHOICE IS BOLD A rich
and modern palette is the foundation
for a premium space. Engage the
senses with a striking combination of
sight and touch.
A VIEW OF THE SCENE IN 360°
Big events have tight parking.
Maneuver with ease as the Around
View® Monitor grants a virtual 360°
view from above. 2,3
*INFINITI has taken care to ensure that the color swatches
presented here are the closest possible representations of
actual vehicle colors. Swatches may vary slightly due to the
printing process and whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent
or incandescent light. Please see the actual colors at your local
INFINITI Retailer. **Additional cost applies for this option.

MOME N TUM E XPRESSED
This interior is more cockpit than cabin. Expressing the same fearlessness as the exterior, the
dashboard flows into the armrest in one bold movement that wraps around the driver. With its
Monaco Red color scheme inspired by the revered Q60, you're surrounded in a fiery aesthetic.
The theme extends to durable, yet soft seating featuring our finest available semi-aniline
leather appointments. Down to the sharpest details like the precision stitching, the interior
is as thrilling as the most spirited drives.

TAKE CONTROL OF TRAFFIC Never feel
"stuck" in traffic again. ProPILOT Assist4
is based on the same innovations that will
make full autonomy possible in the future,
easing your commute on the highway.
When activated, ProPILOT Assist4 can
automatically react to the flow of vehicles
ahead by braking, coming to a complete
stop, then accelerating again up to speed.
The system can even assist steering to
help keep you centered in your lane around
gentle curves. Together with a suite of
advanced safety technologies that come
standard, like Predictive Forward Collision
Warning5 that can alert you to a potential
collision up to two cars ahead, the QX55
redefines the commute your way.

A DRIVE SHAPED TO YOUR WHIM
Wherever you want to go, however you want
to get there, the QX55 amplifies your moves.
The Drive Mode Selector lets you choose
performance settings — from more laidback
to more sport — on the fly. Meanwhile, the
VC-Turbo™ engine transforms from within to
give you more power or efficiency based on
the demands of your right foot.
PLAYLIST PERFECTION There's an art to
creating a playlist that takes you somewhere.
Similarly, the available Bose® 16-speaker
Performance Series Audio transforms your
playlist into an immersive soundstage. Down to
the shape of the speaker grilles that enhance
high and low frequencies.

Bose® 16-speaker Performance Series Audio

TRIM LE VEL S & PACK AG ES
QX55 LUXE
MECHANICAL AND PERFORMANCE

•
•
•
•

2.0L VC-Turbo™ 4-cylinder engine
Continuously Variable Transmission with manual shift mode
Paddle shifters
INFINITI Intelligent All-Wheel Drive6
DESIGN

• 20-inch dark-painted and machine-finished aluminumalloy wheels with 255/45R20 run-flat, all-season tires
• LED automatic-on/off headlights
• LED signature daytime running lights
• LED front fog lights
•	Body-color door handles with chrome accent and welcome
light LED (front handles)
• Black roof rails
• Acoustic front-row side window glass

QX55 ESSENTIAL
• Active noise cancellation
• Intelligent Key with push button ignition
• Power rear liftgate
Forward Emergency Braking with pedestrian detection13
Predictive Forward Collision Warning5
High Beam Assist
Lane Departure Warning14
Blind Spot Warning15
Rear Automatic Braking16
Rear Cross Traffic Alert17
Tire Pressure Monitoring System18
Front seat-mounted side-impact supplemental air bags19
Roof-mounted curtain side-impact supplemental air bags19
Front driver and passenger knee supplemental air bags19

CRAFTSMANSHIP

TECHNOLOGY

DESIGN

• Heated outside mirrors

SAFETY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Dual zone automatic climate control with rear seat vents
on back of console
• Easy-Fill Tire Alert7
• Electronic parking brake
• Manual tilt and telescopic steering column
• Remote Engine Start8
• Power moonroof
• Leatherette seating
• 8-way power adjustable front seats
• 2-way driver power lumbar
• Heated front seats
• Rear seat slide, recline, and fold flat function (60:40 split)
• Dark aluminum interior trim accents
• Auto-dimming rearview mirror with HomeLink® Universal
Transceiver
• Active Trace Control9
• Hill start assist
• Rear parking sensors10
•	
INFINITI InTouch™ dual display system, with upper 8-inch
and lower 7-inch LCD touch-screen displays1
• Wireless Apple CarPlay® integration for your compatible
iPhone®1
• Android Auto™ integration for your compatible
Android phone1
• HD Radio® Technology
•	SiriusXM® Radio with Advanced Audio features and
3-month trial access1
• INFINITI Voice Recognition11
• INFINITI InTouch™ Services with 5-year trial access to Select
and 1-year trial access to Premium packages1
• Siri® Eyes Free1
• Wi-Fi Hotspot with 30-day or 1 GB trial access1
• AM/FM/CD radio with four USB ports12
• Bluetooth® hands-free phone system and audio streaming1

Includes all QX55 LUXE standard features, plus:

QX55 SENSORY
Includes all QX55 ESSENTIAL standard features, plus:
DESIGN

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Semi-aniline leather-appointed seating
Natural Maple Wood interior trim accents
2-way passenger power lumbar
Motion Activated Liftgate
Unique cube design LED headlights (with auto levelizer)
Adaptive Front Lighting System
Metallic cargo area scuff plates
TECHNOLOGY

• ProPILOT Assist: Steering Assist and Intelligent Cruise Control
with full-speed range, stop & hold, and auto-resume4,20
• Intelligent Cruise Control20
• Enhanced LED interior ambient lighting
• Advanced Climate Control System21
• Head-Up Display
• Traffic Sign Recognition22
• Direct Adaptive Steering®
• Tri-zone automatic climate control
SAFETY

• Blind Spot Intervention®15
• Lane Departure Prevention14

CRAFTSMANSHIP

•
•
•
•

Leather-appointed, perforated seating
Climate-controlled front seats
Power tilting and telescoping steering column
Dual-occupant memory system for driver’s seat, steering wheel
and outside mirrors
• Heated steering wheel
• Bose® 16-speaker Performance Series Audio
• Bose® Performance Series metallic speaker grilles on tweeters
TECHNOLOGY

• Navigation with 3D building graphics, 5-year trial access to
Premium Traffic and MapCare11
• SiriusXM® Traffic with 3-month trial access to real-time traffic
information1
• SiriusXM® Travel Link with 3-month trial access to weather, fuel
prices, stock prices, sport scores, movie listings and parking1
• Rain-sensing wipers
• Around View® Monitor with Moving Object Detection2
• Front parking sensors10
• Outside mirrors with reverse tilt-down feature
Optional Packages: 1 2

PACKAGES
1

PROASSIST PACKAGE

2

PROACTIVE PACKAGE

•	Unique cube design LED headlights (with auto levelizer)
•	Adaptive Front Lighting System
•	Distance Control Assist23
•	Intelligent Cruise Control20
•	Blind Spot Intervention®15
•	Lane Departure Prevention14

• ProPILOT Assist: Steering Assist and Intelligent Cruise
Control with full-speed range, stop & hold, and autoresume4,20
• Head-Up Display
• Traffic Sign Recognition22
• Direct Adaptive Steering®

Build your vehicle at infinitiusa.com
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CARGO Hold virtually anything,
including memories. The Cargo Organizer
keeps items you'll need or discover on
your journey neatly arranged. And the
Reversible Cargo Area Protector guards
against wear and tear.25

LIGHTING Illuminate elegance with
signature lighting accessories. The effect
lends an upscale ambiance and offers a
modern appeal that is unmistakable. From
the puddle lights of the Welcome Lighting
shining dramatically on the ground surface,
to the soft glow of the INFINITI Radiant
Illuminated Kick Plates along the door sills,
brilliance is all around. Turn it on.

1

3

2

2

1

CARGO ORGANIZER, REVERSIBLE CARGO AREA

PROTECTOR 25

4

1 MATTE CHROME MIRROR CAPS
WITH BLACK SURROUND

2

ACC ESSO RIES FO R MORE
POSSIB ILITIES

GRILLE – DARK METALLIC GREY MESH

EXTERIOR Embrace style without pretense.
Leading with individuality, the grille enhanced by a Dark
Metallic Grey Mesh with Black Surround complements
the stand-out looks of the QX55. Matte Chrome Mirror
Caps were designed to integrate smoothly with the
turn signal indicators for a contemporary accent that's
a perfect fit. While Matte Chrome Body Side Moldings
underscore the powerful lines of your INFINITI as they
protect your lower door panels.

Life offers infinite ways to make a statement. Make yours unforgettable by equipping your QX55 with Genuine
INFINITI Accessories. Each accessory is crafted to exacting standards, the same ones we utilize when building
your INFINITI. This approach ensures each item is designed and manufactured to integrate seamlessly with
your vehicle and provide a custom fit and finish. For more information and to shop online for Genuine INFINITI
Accessories, go to parts.infinitiusa.com.24
3 INFINITI RADIANT WELCOME LIGHTING, MATTE CHROME
BODY SIDE MOLDINGS 4 INFINITI RADIANT ILLUMINATED
KICK PLATES

ACCESSORIES SHOWN: SPLASH GUARD, DARK METALLIC GREY MESH GRILLE WITH BLACK SURROUND, 20-INCH BLACK-PAINTED AND
MACHINE-FINISHED WHEELS, MATTE CHROME BODY SIDE MOLDINGS, AND MATTE CHROME MIRROR CAPS

2

ALL-SEASON FLOOR MATS

INTERIOR Take life with you. Keep
your tablet close by with a Console
Net located inside the cabin. Out in the
elements? Embrace your adventurous
nature with All-Season Floor Mats that
collect dirt and sand, preserving your
interior footwells.

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES TO CONSIDER:

Hatch Tent
Cargo Area Cover
Hideaway Cargo Net25
Black Rear Bumper Protector
Lifestyle Hitch Receiver
Security Impact Sensor
Cargo Block Stabilizers25

TECHNIC AL SPEC S
INTERIOR DIMENSIONS
Cargo volume25 — behind first-row (cubic feet)

54.1

Cargo volume — behind second-row (cubic feet)

26.9

25

Head room — first-row / second-row (inches)

39.9 / 36.9

Leg room — first-row / second-row (inches)

39.6 / 38.7

CAPACITY
Fuel tank

16 gallons

Seating

5-passengers

POWER & FUEL ECONOMY
Horsepower

268-hp @ 5,600 rpm

Torque

280 lb-ft @ 1,600-4,800 rpm

Estimated Fuel Economy26 — city / highway / combined (mpg)

22 / 28 / 25

See infinitiusa.com for complete list of specifications.

63.8

64.4

110.2

85.1

186.3

All dimensions are measured in inches.

THE FINEST DETAILS
No compromise, means no effort
spared. Outside, it's LED headlights
with a prism-like cube design that
reveals more depending on the
angle you view them from. Inside,
Natural Maple Wood trim is a perfect
complement to a dynamic interior.

GO WITHOUT COMP ROMISE
THE D EFINITIVE QX 5 5 S EN SORY
Insist on what you really want. The QX55 SENSORY is the pinnacle of INFINITI style and real-world
ingenuity. With this trim level, you get exclusive access to the provocative Monaco Red interior. Innovative
technologies like ProPILOT Assist4 that transforms your drive, and a Head-Up Display that shows essential
info directly on your windshield. Plus, the versatility of the Motion Activated Liftgate — to open the rear
hatch without even using your hands. What's yours is here for the taking.

1 Available feature shown. Use feature only when safe and legal. Compatible device and service required. Subject to third party service availability. For more information see www.infinitiusa.com/intouch/legal. 2 Around View® Monitor with Moving Object Detection cannot
eliminate blind spots and may not detect every object. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 3 Virtual composite 360° view. 4 ProPILOT Assist cannot prevent collisions. It is the driver’s responsibility to
be in control of the vehicle at all times. Always monitor traffic conditions and keep both hands on the steering wheel. System operates only when lane markings are detected. Does not function in all weather, traffic and road conditions. System has limited control capability and the
driver may need to steer, brake or accelerate at any time to maintain safety. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 5 Predictive Forward Collision Warning cannot prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 6 Intelligent All-Wheel Drive cannot prevent
collisions or provide enhanced traction in all conditions. Always monitor traffic and weather conditions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 7 Vehicle must be on for the Easy-Fill Tire Alert to operate. 8 State laws may apply. Review before using. 9 Active Trace Control
cannot prevent collisions or loss of control. Driver should remain in control of vehicle at all times. See Owner's Manual for safety information. 10 Sonar System may not detect every object. Driver should always check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for safety
information. 11 Never program while driving. GPS mapping may not be detailed in all areas or reflect current road status. 12 Driving is serious business and requires your full attention. If you have to use the connected device while driving, exercise extreme caution at all times
so full attention may be given to vehicle operation. 13 Forward Emergency Braking with pedestrian detection cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or braking in all conditions. Driver should monitor traffic conditions and brake as needed to prevent collisions.
See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 14 Lane Departure Warning and Lane Departure Prevention Systems only operate when lane markings are detectable. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 15 Blind Spot Warning and Blind Spot Intervention Systems cannot
prevent all collisions and may not detect every object or warn in all situations. Driver should always turn and look before changing lanes. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 16 Rear Automatic Braking cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or braking in all
conditions. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 17 Rear Cross Traffic Alert may not detect all vehicles. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 18 Tire Pressure
Monitoring System is not a substitute for regular tire pressure checks. See Owner's Manual for safety information. 19 Air bags are only a supplemental restraint system. Always wear your seat belt. Rear-facing child restraints should not be placed in the front-passenger's
seat. All children 12 and under should ride in the rear seat properly secured in child restraints, booster seats, or seat belts according to their size. Air bags will only inflate in certain accidents. See Owner's Manual for safety information. 20 Intelligent Cruise Control uses limited
braking and is not a collision avoidance or warning system. Driver should monitor traffic conditions and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 21 The Advanced Climate Control System with Plasmacluster air purifier helps scrub the air
in the vehicle’s interior. The system can sense exterior odors, can suppress unpleasant interior odors, can stop the inflow of external odors and helps keep the cabin smelling fresh, but does not always eliminate odors. 22 Traffic Sign Recognition may not detect and read all traffic
signs in all conditions. Driver should monitor all traffic signs and obey all traffic laws. 23 Distance Control Assist uses limited braking and is not a collision avoidance or warning system. Driver should monitor traffic conditions and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s
Manual for safety information. 24 Accessories shown on QX55 are not genuine INFINITI accessories. Not warranted by INFINITI. Refer to product manufacturer for warranty details. INFINITI limited warranty does not cover damages or failures to the vehicle caused by improper
installation or alterations of any INFINITI-approved accessory or component. Contact your retailer for details. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. Always secure cargo. Heavy loading of the vehicle with cargo, especially on the roof, will affect the handling
and stability of the vehicle. 25 Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. Always secure cargo. Heavy loading of the vehicle with cargo, especially on the roof, will affect the handling and stability of the vehicle. 26 2022 QX55 EPA Fuel Economy Estimates 22
City/28 Highway/25 Combined. Actual mileage may vary with driving conditions. Use for comparison only. Android® and Android Auto™ are trademarks of Google LLC. Apple CarPlay® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. iPhone® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. All rights
reserved. iPhone® or other external device not included. Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Bose® is a registered trademark of The Bose Corporation. HD Radio® is a registered trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation. HomeLink® is a registered trademark of
Johnson Controls Technology Co. The SiriusXM name is a trademark of SIRIUS XM Radio Inc.

